1. Samsung Station (COEX) CO-OP Residence

**From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel**

Direct seat-style bus Number : 600
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 6A, 12B
- Final Destination of Bus number 600 : Jamsil
- Your Destination (COEX) of Number 600: Samsung Station
- First bus : Seoul 5:50, Airport 4:50
- Last bus : Seoul 23:00, Airport 21:00
- Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
- Interval : 10 minutes

**From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel**

By Subway: DO not need

By walking: 5 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (5 min) = subway (0min) + Walking (5 min)

Remarks:
2. Vabien Suite II Serviced Residence

From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : 605
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 12A, 5B
- Final Destination of Bus number 605 :
- Your Destination of Number 605: Vabien Station
- First bus : Seoul 5:50, Airport 4:50
- Last bus : Seoul 23:00, Airport 21:00
- Estimated Traveling time : 60 minutes
- Interval : 10 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 60 min
By walking: 3 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (63 min) = subway (60min) + Walking (3 min)

Remarks: Take line #5 (purple line) to Seodaemun Station, then take exit number #6.

Go straight ahead for three minutes, you will find VABIEN Suites on the left side.
3. Seocho-Dong CO-OP Residence

From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : KAL Limousine
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 4B, 11A
- Final Destination of Bus number "KAL Limousine" : Gangnam Area
- Your Destination of Number "KAL Limousine": Seoul Palace Hotel
  (Take a taxi, it takes about 5 minutes from Seoul Palace Hotel to this hotel.)
  - First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:20, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 80 minutes
  - Interval : 20 ~ 30 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 20 min
By walking: 5 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (25 min) = subway (20 min) + Walking (5 min)
Remarks: 5 minutes walk away from Seoul Nat'l Univ of Education station of Subway Line 2, 3, Exit 1
4. Dormy in Seoul Serviced Residence

From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : KAL Limousine
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 4B, 11A
- Final Destination of Bus number "KAL Limousine" : Gangnam Area
- Your Destination of Number "KAL Limousine": Novotel Gangnam Hotel
  (Dormy is located across of the road from Novotel.)
  - First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:20, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
  - Interval : 20 ~ 30 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 10 min
By walking: 10 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (20 min) = subway (10 min) + Walking (10 min)

Remarks: Ten minutes walk from the Gangnam (Line No.2, Exit 7) and Nonhyeon (Line No.7, Exit 2) subway stations
5. Provista Hotel

**From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel**

Direct seat-style bus Number : KAL Limousine
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 4B, 11A
- Final Destination of Bus number "KAL Limousine" : Gangnam Area
- Your Destination of Number "KAL Limousine": Seoul Palace Hotel

(Take a taxi, it takes about 5 minutes from Seoul Palace Hotel to get to the Povista.)
- First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
- Last bus : Seoul 22:20, Airport 20:00
- Estimated Traveling time : 80 minutes
- Interval : 20 ~ 30 minutes

**From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel**

By Subway: 15 min
By walking: 2 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (17 min) = subway (15 min) + Walking (2 min)

Remarks: 2 min. Walk from Seoul Nat’l Education Univ. Station Subway Line 2 or 3, Exit 1
6. M Chervill

**From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel**

Direct seat-style bus Number : 609
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 5A, 11B
- Final Destination of Bus number 609 : Munjeongdong, Garak Market
- Your Destination of Number 609 : Gangnam station
  - First bus : Seoul 5:45, Airport 4:15
  - Last bus : Seoul 23:00, Airport 21:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 80 minutes
  - Interval : 10 ~ 15 minutes

**From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel**

By Subway: 8 min
By walking: 2 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (10 min) = subway (8 min) + Walking (2 min)
Remarks: 2 minutes walking distance from the Exit No.5 of Gangnam subway station
(Line No.2)
From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : 601
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 5B, 12A
- Final Destination of Bus number 601 : Dongdaemun
- Your Destination of Number 601 : Dongdaemun
  - First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:00, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
  - Interval : 30 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 40 min
By walking: 2 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (42 min) = subway (40 min) + Walking (2 min)
Remarks: 2 minutes walking distance from Exit No. 6 of Dongdaemun Station
(Subway Line No.1)
8. BEST WESTERN VISION HOTEL

From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel
Direct seat-style bus Number: 602
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport: 5B, 12A
- Final Destination of Bus number 602: Dongdaemun
- Your Destination of Number 602: Dongdaemun-gu Office
  (Take a taxi to Seongdong Police Station)
- First bus: Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
- Last bus: Seoul 22:00, Airport 20:00
- Estimated Traveling time: 100 minutes
- Interval: 30 minutes

From/To: COEX (SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 40 min
By walking: 5 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (45 min) = subway (40 min) + Walking (5 min)
Remarks: 5 min. Walk from Wangsimni Station Subway Line 2 or 5, Exit 2.
9. HOTEL IBIS SEOUL

From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : 600
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 6A, 12B
- Final Destination of Bus number 600 : Jamsil
- Your Destination (COEX) of Number 600: Samsung Station
  (And then take a taxi and ask the driver for the Ibis Hotel behind the POSCO Building in Teheran-ro. It takes 5~10 minutes).
- First bus : Seoul 5:50, Airport 4:50
- Last bus : Seoul 23:00, Airport 21:00
- Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
- Interval : 10 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: DO not need
By taxi: 5 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (5 min) = subway (0min) + Walking (5 min)
Remarks:
10. President Hotel

From/To: Incheon Airport <> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : KAL Limousine
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 4B, 11A
- Final Destination of Bus number "KAL Limousine" : Seoul City Hall
- Your Destination of Number "KAL Limousine": Lotte Hotel
  - First bus : Seoul 5:50, Airport 5:40
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:38, Airport 19:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 60 ~ 70 minutes
  - Interval : 20 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 45 min
By walking: 2 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (47 min) = subway (45 min) + Walking (2 min)
Remarks - Line 1 : City Hall Station(New Seoul Underground market)
  - Line 2 Eulji-Ro 1(il)-Ga Station(exit 8)
11. Hotel Rivera Seoul

From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel
Direct seat-style bus Number : 606
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 5A, 11B
- Final Destination of Bus number 606 : Jamsil (Lotte World)
- Your Destination of Number 606 : Hotel Riviera
  - First bus : Seoul 5:40, Airport 4:15
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:50, Airport 21:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
  - Interval : 10 ~ 15minutes

From/To: COEX (SAC Conference place) – This Hotel
By Subway: 30 min
By walking: 10 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (40 min) = subway (30 min) + Walking (10 min)
Remarks: 10 minutes distance from the exit No.13 of Cheongdam station of Subway line No.7. Free Shuttle Service: Hotel Riviera → COEX → Samsung Subway Station (Line No. 2) → Korea City Air Terminal
From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : KAL Limousine
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 4B, 11A
- Final Destination of Bus number "KAL Limousine" : Gangnam Area
- Your Destination of Number "KAL Limousine": Novotel Gangnam Hotel
  - First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:20, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
  - Interval : 20 ~ 30 minutes

From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 7 min
By walking: 10 min
Estimated Travel Time:  Total (17 min) = subway (7 min) + Walking (10 min)
Remarks - Ten minutes walk from the Gangnam station (Line No.2, Exit 7) or
Nonhyeon station (Line No.7, Exit 2)
13. RAMADA Hotel

**From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel**

Direct seat-style bus Number : 600
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 6A, 12B
- Final Destination of Bus number 600 : Jamsil (Lotte World)
- Your Destination of Number 600 : Ramada Hotel (ex-name New World Hotel)
  - First bus : Seoul 5:35, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:20, Airport 22:40
  - Estimated Traveling time : 120 minutes
  - Interval : 10 ~ 15 minutes

**From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel**

By Subway: 4 min
By walking: 10 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (14 min) = subway (4 min) + Walking (10 min)

Remarks: 10 minutes walking distance from Exit 8 of Seolleung station (Subway line.2)
**14. RENAISSANCE SEOUL HOTEL**

---

**From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel**

Direct seat-style bus Number: KAL Limousine

- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport: 4B, 11A
- Final Destination of Bus number "KAL Limousine": Gangnam Area
- Your Destination of Number "KAL Limousine": This Hotel
  - First bus: Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus: Seoul 22:20, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time: 100 minutes
  - Interval: 20 ~ 30 minutes

---

**From/To: COEX (SAC Conference place) – This Hotel**

By Subway: 7 min
By walking: 10 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (17 min) = Subway (7 min) + Walking (10 min)

Remarks - 10 minutes walking distance from Exit 8 of Yeok-sam station (Subway line.2)
From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel

Direct seat-style bus Number : 601
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 5B, 12A
- Final Destination of Bus number 601 : Dongdaemun
- Your Destination of Number 601 : Jongno 2-ga station
  - First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:00, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
  - Interval : 30 minutes

From/To: COEX (SAC Conference place) – This Hotel

By Subway: 60 min
By walking: 3 min
Estimated Travel Time: Total (63 min) = subway (40 min) + Walking (3 min)
Remarks: 3 minutes walk away from Subway Line 1,3,4, Jongno-3 ga station, Exit 5
16. Uljiro CO_OP Residence

**From/To: Incheon Airport <-> This Hotel**

Direct seat-style bus Number : 602
- Bus stop number at Incheon Airport : 5B, 12A
- Final Destination of Bus number 602 : Dongdaemun
- Your Destination of Number 602 : Dongdaemun (Take a taxi to Seongdong Police Station)
  - First bus : Seoul 5:18, Airport 5:00
  - Last bus : Seoul 22:00, Airport 20:00
  - Estimated Traveling time : 100 minutes
  - Interval : 30 minutes

**From/To: COEX(SAC Conference place) – This Hotel**

By Subway: 60 min
By walking: 5 min

Estimated Travel Time: Total (65 min) = subway (60 min) + Walking (5 min)

Remarks: Exit 12 from Dongdaemun Stadium Stn. Line no.2 or 4, 3 mins. Walk to this hotel